be processed at the electrical ports to maintain better throughput. The paper includes future works to be done. It is concluded that the proposed structure can be used for applications of spread _ X / 4 ceramic layer spectrum schemes in underwater communications.
We considered piezocomposite materials in the structure large achievable physical dimensions of the transducer rather that ceramics because they offer increased sensitivity, structures [3] .
broader bandwidth, improved impedance match to water and In this paper, we introduce a transducer model configured higher efficiency [4] . Composite piezoelectric materials can be both as a transmitter and a receiver. The transducer is enhanced prepared by combining a piezoelectric ceramic with a passive for exchanging voice and data in underwater media. The polymer phase [5] [6]. The piezoelectric materials have the system is designed to operate in a half -duplex mode. The ability of converting the electrical driving pulse into acoustical plots and results are generated by using Matlabg. energy besides detecting the weak acoustical force and
The following section is concerned with the general converting into electrical energy. structure of proposed transducer model. Transmitting and
The transducer structure has two back-to-back quarter receiving transducer models are introduced. The models are wave thick 1 -3 composite ceramic elements at its resonance discussed in details. Next, a design example is introduced. frequency. Each element provides the "rigid", or high Several transfer functions are derived and examined. Finally, impedance backing to the other element, maintaining the features of transducer model are outlined, and future work efficiency. This structure has advantages compared to a single is explained. half wavelength ceramic transducer which is matched to water on both faces, such that, this property is useful for deriving bandwidth of a maximally flat admittance response (Fig. 4) linear combinations of two separate signals which are received doesn't achieve maximal bandwidth. We arranged the at the acoustic ports in receiving mode. matching layer properties in order to perform maximal The ceramic layers are separated by a thin aluminium bandwidth by allowing an admittance variation down to 70% layer as shown in Fig. 1 . In fact aluminium layer is not of its maximum value. The frequency spectrum shown in Fig. 5 required from the performance point of view but it is included is sketched with respect to frequency, f0, which is the to provide a mounting support.
resonance frequency of a half-wavelength ceramic layer. The general transducer structure, which is depicted in
We load the radiating faces of transducer with acoustic Fig. 1 , is enhanced for both transmit and receive modes. In impedance of water during transmission. In a simple transmit transmission mode, we connect electrical ports parallel to each and receive scenario, an impulse is generated at voltage source, other. The circuit of transmitting transducer is shown in Fig. 2 . Vs and acoustic forces are produced at the radiating acoustic Aluminium and matching layers are presented by their faces. Then the transmitter radiates acoustic forces, F1 and F2 transmission line equivalent models. We demonstrate 1 -3 which are equal in phase and magnitude, to two half spaces in composite ceramic layers with their Mason's equivalent circuit the water channel. When force is detected at the acoustic ports model [7] . Electrical ports V1 and V2 are connected to voltage of the receiver, it is converted into voltage and realized at the source Vs. Table I Fig. 7 . Even though the real part of the function employs a null value, the 2 2 X A effective bandwidth of absolute transfer function is 69%. Fig. 8 shows the two way transfer function V/ Vs when F1 0. Its l | effective bandwidth is 72%.
;
The two way transfer function V2 / Vs when F2 0, is shownin Fig. 9 . The real part of the functions passes zero three-4 times through the sketched frequency range. Its effective bandwidth is 7200. Fig. 10 shows the two way transfer function V2 / Vs when F1 = 0. Its effective bandwidth is 67%. The real -e 1 12 1 1.6 part of the functions passes zero three times through the 0 A 6 (f f) sketched frequency range. Fig. 12 
